Scotland’s International Film Festival
for Young Audiences
SAT 25 OCTOBER TO
SUN 9 NOVEMBER 2014

DAILY DIARY

SAT 25 OCTOBER

TIME PAGE

SUN 2 NOVEMBER

11:00

7

Geography Club

10:00 18

Opening Film: Antboy

15:00

6

Shorts for Wee Ones

10:15

8

Gala Reception and family workshops

16:30 7

Stop Motion Magic Workshop

11:25

9

On the Way to School

11:30 19

SUN 26 OCTOBER

Beyond Clueless

11:30 20

Curious Characters Workshop

10:00 11

Young Filmmakers Showcase

15:30 21

Shorts for Wee Ones

10:15

Discovery Art Cart Adventures

Windstorm

10:30 12

Shadow Puppetry Show

11:15

Shorts for Middle Ones
Discovery Art Cart Adventures

8
9

11:30 10
13:00–15:00 17

SAT 1 NOVEMBER
Shorts for Middle Ones

10:15 10

Spot the Shot & Spin the Story Workshop 11:30 11

SAT 8 NOVEMBER
Fiddlesticks

10:15 22

Sitting Next To Zoe

10:30 24

Papa Cloudy’s Fun with Food Workshop 11:00

9

Shorts for Wee Ones

12:00

8

Inventive Inventions Workshop

13:00 23

Discovery Art Cart Adventures

13:00–15:00 17

10:30 14

The Custody

11:30 13

SUN 9 NOVEMBER

12:00 15

Colourfy My World Workshop

10:15 27

Shorts for Middle Ones

10:15 10

1987

10:30 25

The Boy and the World

11:30 26

DCA Treasure Hunt

13:00–15:00 17

Discovery Art Cart Adventures
Closing Film: Giovanni’s Island
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HELLO!

13:00–15:00 17

Zip & Zap and the Marble Gang

Discovery Art Cart Adventures
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TIME PAGE

Creating Comics Workshop

13:00–15:00 17

WELCOME TO DISCOVERY FILM FESTIVAL 2014
Join us at the start of our second decade for an outstanding
selection of the best films for young audiences from all around
the world. There’s also a fascinating exhibition by artist and
poet Heather Phillipson in DCA Galleries, as well as a packed
programme of workshops and events for the whole family.

15:00 28
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MEET THE DISCOVERY
YOUNG AMBASSADORS!
HELLO FELLOW FILM FANS
Welcome to Discovery Film Festival! We’re all enthusiastic about film and want to
make your experience at this year’s festival as brilliant as it can be. What we do is
help pick the best new up and coming films (which we hope you agree look well
worth seeing!), plan some amazing workshops, help with the exhibition, and most
of all try to make you feel part of our Discovery family! Each of us has inputted
our own ideas on how to make this a fantastic festival, meaning there’s something
for everyone to enjoy. We really hope you love this year’s festival: we sure do!
Amy, Angus, Cairn, Catriona, Christie, Elliot, Fin, Heather, James, Michael,
Rachel, Rhianne, Sarah, Stuart and Thomas.

WANT TO JOIN OUR GANG FOR DISCOVERY 2015?

“My alter ego is Merida from Brave.”
(Rhianne)

“I nearly cried at the end of
The Lord of the Rings, and I don’t care
who knows it.” (Elliot)

“One of my ambitions in life
is to have my own army
of Minions.” (Sarah)

”Being a DYA has opened my eyes to a new
favourite film genre – Scandinoir!” (Rachel)

“I enjoy The Dark Knight
Trilogy as I am a big Batman
and Nolan fan.” (Fin)

“If I had to list any one person as my
inspiration as an aspiring filmmaker,
it’d be Seth Rogen.” (Thomas)

“Only God Forgives – the only movie
where a personal staring contest
happens between you and the screen.”
(James)

“My favourite scene from a film is the
Dunkirk scene in Atonement because
it is amazingly shot and you see
something different each time (and
James McAvoy is in it).” (Catriona)

“I would love Morgan Freeman
to narrate my life.” (Stuart)

“My favourite performance ever
is Jack Nicholson’s in
Easy Rider – it’s worth watching
just for that.” (Angus)

“Having been an audience
member in last year’s festival,
I know how good it can be for young
people! It is a privilege to be involved
in making this year’s festival.”
(Michael)

“If I could be dropped into any of these
Discovery films it would be Fiddlesticks
because you’d never get bored!” (Heather)

We’re always looking for young people to get involved with Discovery Film Festival and
other film activities year-round at DCA. If you’d be interested in joining the fun, learning
more about film and helping to make this festival even better, get in touch! You must be
aged 15–19 and love film: it doesn’t matter if it’s the latest blockbusters or the artiest art
house – as long as you’re up for new things. Email Mike for more info: mike.tait@dca.org.uk
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OPENING GALA

AGE

7+

Join us for the Scottish premiere of Antboy, a Danish film that celebrates the world
of comic book heroes and villains. Before the film you can create a comic of your own
and after make your own superhero mask, enjoy some treats and explore this year’s
Discovery Exhibition in the Galleries.

Antboy
Sat 25 October, 15:00
Pelle Nørhmann would tell you he is no-one special. Aged 12,
he is a loner at school, picked on by bullies and ignored by Amanda,
the beautiful classmate he pines for. One day he is bitten by a large
and strange-looking ant and things begin to change. Developing
a range of (very) unusual powers, Pelle still tries not to draw
attention to himself, until comic book nerd Wilhelm finds out and
encourages him to take full advantage. Only when he realises
he can impress Amanda does Pelle start to use his powers to
fight crime. When an equally powerful opponent called The Flea
shows up and kidnaps Amanda, Antboy and Wilhelm are faced
with their biggest challenge yet as the pint-sized superhero takes
on a true supervillain.
Based on the popular Danish book series by Kenneth Bøgh
Andersen, Antboy is a classic good vs. evil action movie, with the
strong central message that ultimately you don’t need superpowers
to be true to yourself and your friends. Re-energising the superhero
genre for a younger audience, this is a rollickingly good fun caper
movie – who needs Spiderman when Antboy is in town?
Dir: Ask Hasselbalch
Denmark 2013 / Digital / 1h17m / Age 7+
Danish with English subtitles (subtitle reading via headphones available)
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OPENING GALA

CREATING COMICS WORKSHOP
Sat 25 October, 11:00 – 12:45
Suitable for all ages. £5, tickets available from
DCA Box Office. Activity Room.
Join in with 2014’s Dundee Comics Day by creating
your own comic at this fun workshop for all ages.
Part of Dundee Literary Festival, presented in
conjunction with the University of Dundee.

OPENING GALA RECEPTION
Sat 25 October, 16:30 – 18:00
All Ages. Free with your cinema ticket. Level 4.
Join us after the film to celebrate the launch of this
year’s festival! We’ll have cake, balloons and lots of
fun activities for the whole family. You can explore
Heather Phillipson’s colourful exhibition, write a
review of what you have seen and also take part in
some art and craft ant-ics! Everyone who comes
along to Antboy is invited.

SUPERHERO ANTICS DROP-IN
Sat 25 October, 16.30 – 18.00
Suitable for all ages. Free, drop in.
Level 4 and Activity Room.
Join us after the film for some fun and free activities:
‘spot the ant’ in a treasure hunt with prizes, create
your own Superhero and Superheroine masks, and
design an exciting ‘anty’ comic strip.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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FOR WEE ONES

AGE

3+

FOR WEE ONES

Shorts for Wee Ones

IN THE ACTIVITY ROOM.
SUITABLE FOR AGES 3+

Sun 26 October, 10:15 / Sun 2 November, 10:15 /
Sat 8 November, 12:00

Ticket £1 per person with your cinema
ticket. Juice and snack provided. Children
must be accompanied by an adult.

Once again we know that the biggest audiences for this
year’s festival will be those for our collections of short films
– and what better way to appeal to our youngest audience
members than with another sparkling selection of
animated tales?

WEE ONES
WORKSHOPS

This year our hunt for the most original new shorts from
across the world has brought us stories from Japan, Russia,
Australia, Germany, the United States and more…
We’ve found bouncing baby kangaroos, lightning-powered
robot vacuum cleaners and a piano-playing octopus. In a
Japanese bakery we came across dolphin-friendly baguettes
and then in a village in the middle of the African plains we
saw the dramatic impact of their first ever snowfall.
These colourful stories are a magical introduction to the
cinema experience. All in English or dialogue free, these
shorts will delight children aged 3+

STOP MOTION MAGIC
Sun 2 November, 11:25 – 12:25
In a very special workshop, join animator
Caroline Hamann, creator of Ink, and local
animation artists for some stop frame
animation fun. Watch your drawings
come alive!

Various directors
Various countries 2012–14 / Digital / 45m / Age 3+
English or dialogue free

SHADOW PUPPETRY SHOW
Sun 26 October, 11:15 – 12:15
Create your own shadow puppet animals
and characters. Learn how to make them
come alive in front of the lights, take
turns creating your own show, then enjoy
watching others create the magic.
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PAPA CLOUDY’S
FUN WITH FOOD
Sat 8 November, 11:00 – 12:00
Be inspired by Papa Cloudy’s Restaurant
and make your very own scene using
everyday food as the medium.
Allergy aware: includes fresh fruit and veg,
packaged crisps, popcorn and sweets.
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FOR MIDDLE ONES

AGE

8+

FOR MIDDLE ONES

MIDDLE
ONES
WORKSHOPS
Shorts for Middle Ones
Sun 26 October, 11:30 / Sat 1 November, 10:15 /
Sun 9 November, 10:15
For anyone over the age of eight, these short films will
inform, educate and entertain with a range of stories
from an imaginative history of the alphabet through
to surrealist high-diving hijinks.
What happens when number-crunching factory
workers discover there is more to life than black, white
and grey? An underappreciated pig – with the most
important job in town – makes a new friend and things
change forever. A young girl, out for a walk with her
grandmother, sees the world in a truly unique way in
an absolutely outstanding feast of sound and colour.
And how many different mothers are there in the
world? How would you describe yours? One Russian
boy thinks his is rather special…

IN THE ACTIVITY ROOM.
SUITABLE FOR AGES 8+
Ticket £1 per person with your cinema
ticket. Juice and snack provided.
Adults are welcome to join in.

CURIOUS CHARACTERS
Sun 26 October, 10:00 – 11:15
What makes a memorable character? Learn
how to design and then make your own
curious and clever characters, who could
be the superstars of future films.

SPOT THE SHOT
AND SPIN THE STORY
Sat 1 November, 11:30 – 12:45
Play ‘spot the shot’ bingo and explore how
camera shots help make a film special.
You can also spin our ‘story wheel’ to create
imaginative alternative endings to your
favourite short films.

Though a couple of these films are dialogue free,
most of the others are in English, but we don’t rule out
an occasional short with subtitles.
Various directors
Various countries 2013–14 / Digital / 50m / Age 8+
English or dialogue free, except My Mom is an
Aeroplane! (7m) which is Russian with English subtitles
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SUN 26 OCTOBER

AGE

10+

SAT 1 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

Windstorm
OSTWIND

NG A

MBASS

C T I ON
SELE

OU

Y

Dir: Katja von Garnier
Germany 2013 / Digital / 1h43m / Age 10+
German with English subtitles

OR

The Custody
LA GARDE

Sat 1 November, 11:30
Luc is separated from his teenage son Sam and
will do everything to get him back. Sam will do
everything to get away…until a dramatic event
forces them to take another look at each other.
Prevented by a restraining order from seeing Sam,
40-something Luc is in a bad place. Sam lives with
his mother who is struggling to hold everything
together, not helped by Sam’s rebellious teenage
ways. Ignoring the court order, Luc picks Sam up
from school one day and whisks him away for a
hunting trip in the woods – where things go
horribly, horribly wrong.

DISCOVERY

Wild child plus wild horse equals beautiful
friendship in this classic narrative which is
boosted by stunning cinematography, fantastic
performances (especially by the young leads) and
an exceptional score. Simple, yes, but very, very
effective indeed. Triumphing at the 2014 German
Film Awards, winning the title of Outstanding
Children/Youth Film, we guarantee you too
will be wanting to go for a gallop along the
West Sands in St Andrews by the time the final
credits roll!

AD

Sun 26 October, 10:30
Fiery teenager Mika is smart and independent,
but hardly a model student. After failing her
exams, her exasperated parents send her away
to spend the summer with her strict grandmother,
who runs a prestigious riding stables in the
middle of nowhere. Mika is unimpressed, until
she unexpectedly comes across a beautiful black
stallion with whom she has an instant connection.
The only trouble is, the equally fiery Windstorm is
on a final warning after a series of violent clashes
with anyone attempting to ride him – and Mika’s
grandmother is convinced there is no solution
to his unpredictable and dangerous behaviour.
Mika must achieve the unthinkable in an effort
to prove her wrong and save her new friend.

What our Discovery Young Ambassadors said:
“An uneasy, chilling atmosphere”
“The chemistry between the father and son made
the relationship feel real”
“Didn’t know what was going to happen next”
“You really felt it whenever one of the characters
experienced pain”
“Tense and exciting”
“Compelling”

Part relationship drama, part action adventure,
The Custody features two truly remarkable
performances from Paul Doucet as the troubled
Luc and Antoine L’Écuyer as the equally
burdened Sam.
Dir: Sylvain Archambault
Canada 2014 / Digital / 1h31m / Age 15+
French with English subtitles
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SAT 1 NOVEMBER

AGE

8+

SAT 1 NOVEMBER

DCA
TREASURE
HUNT
Zip & Zap and the Marble Gang
ZIPI Y ZAPE Y EL CLUB DE LA CANICA

Sat 1 November, 10:30
While everyone else is off on their summer holidays, mischief-loving
twin brothers Zip and Zap are en route to a strict boarding school
as punishment for their rule-bending antics. Tyrannical headmaster
Falconetti imposes a harsh disciplinarian regime where fun and games
are strictly forbidden, but the twins form a secret gang to carry out
an anti-authoritarian resistance movement to sabotage Falconetti’s
plans and keep up their mischievous pranks. When they stumble across
a trail leading to hidden diamonds buried deep beneath the school,
they are soon embroiled in the most exciting adventure of their lives,
cracking codes, unlocking secrets and racing to find the treasure.

Sat 1 November, 12:00 onwards
Suitable for ages 8+ (with accompanying
adult) or 12+ (unaccompanied).
Free with cinema ticket. Begins in the
auditorium after the film.
See if you can discover treasure of your own!
Once you’ve learned the skills of the
code-breaking Marble Gang, pit your own wits
against the Discovery Young Ambassadors
and crack their fiendish, mind-bending
mystery treasure hunt. Follow their devious
trail in and around DCA, solving the clues
as you go.

Described by some as ‘The Goonies in Spanish’, this rollercoaster
of an adventure is based on characters in the beloved Spanish comic
strip, brought to the screen with some storming special effects, terrific
settings and a real boys’ own adventure approach to the narrative.
As Zip says (or is it Zap?): “It’s like a pirate story. A map, a one-eyed
man and hidden treasure…”
Break the rules. Join the Gang.
Dir: Óskar Santos
Spain 2013 / Digital / 1h32m / Ages 8+
Spanish with English subtitles
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DISCOVERY EXHIBITION & ART WORKSHOPS

DISCOVERY EXHIBITION & ART WORKSHOPS

DISCOVERY ART CART
ADVENTURES

Heather Phillipson
sub-fusc love-feast
Sat 6 September – Sun 9 November
To coincide with Discovery Film Festival the DCA galleries
are given over to an immersive, moving-image exhibition
by Heather Phillipson. Heather (born 1978) is a visual artist
and published poet based in London and her videos are
often presented as installations with sculptural elements
adding to the visitor’s experience.
Heather has made a brand new work for DCA and even
captured some of the footage at Dundee’s Botanic Garden
and in our surrounding countryside. The artwork is shown
in three parts, through the spaces of the gallery. Expect to
see abundant symbols of nature and fertility with pop-up
sculptures and multiple projections creating a magical 3D
landscape to walk through.
Phillipson is a highly respected poet and trained musician
so language and sound are significant aspects of her
work. She has exhibited at major national and international
venues and it is our pleasure to exhibit the work at DCA.
Now the fifth year that there has been an exhibition as part
of Discovery, this is without doubt the most colourful and
expressive of these exhibitions to date.

16
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Sun 26 October / Sat 1 November /
Sun 2 November / Sat 8 November /
Sun 9 November
13.00 – 15.00
Suitable for all ages. Free, drop in.
Level 4
Art Cart Adventures offer active ways
to explore the gallery and Discovery Film
Festival characters via word art, drawing,
collage and making your very own
badge to take away.

THINGS TO DO AND MAKE
Open daily, unless a workshop session
is taking place.
Suitable for all ages. Free, drop in.
Activity Room
Themed across the Discovery Festival films
and exhibition we have a range of hands-on
DIY activities for families to enjoy together.
Explore our nature room, make a leaf and
a pattern, create a pop-up animal sculpture,
compose a wee poem for the poetry wall
and explore the wonderful characters from
the film programme.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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SUN 2 NOVEMBER

AGE

13+

SUN 2 NOVEMBER

AGE

10+

Geography Club
Sun 2 November, 10:00
Young love at an American high school.
Many films have been set against this backdrop,
but Geography Club takes the familiar teen
movie conventions and gives them a whole new
twist. Based on Brent Hartinger’s best-selling
critically acclaimed novel, Geography Club offers
a very fresh perspective on teenage angst with a
smart, fast, and funny account of contemporary gay
teenagers as they discover their own sexual identities,
dreams and values.
16 year old Russell is still going on dates with girls
while having a secret relationship with football
quarterback Kevin, who will do anything to prevent
his jock teammates from finding out. Min and Terese
tell everyone that they’re just really good friends.
Will Kevin’s juvenile best friend Gunnar ever lose his
virginity? Finding the truth too hard to hide, they all
decide to form the Geography Club, thinking nobody
else in their right mind would ever want to join such
a dull-sounding group. However, their secrets may
soon be discovered and they could have to face the
choice of revealing who they really are.
Dir: Gary Entin
USA 2013 / Digital / 1h20m / Age 13+

DISCOVERY

Y
OU

NG A
MBASS

AD

OR

C T I ON
SELE
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On the Way to School
What our Discovery Young Ambassadors said:
“A good mix of humour and drama”
“Had an air of Mean Girls about it (and that’s
always a good thing)”
“Feel-good and entertaining”
“Good to see the topic of homosexuality in a
film like that, and in a positive light”
“Inspiring”

S U R L E C H E M I N D E L’ É CO L E

Sun 2 November, 11:30
In some parts of the world, simply getting to school is
already an achievement. Following four sets of children,
all united in their desire to learn, this documentary shows
just what some young learners have to go through to
get to their desks.
Jackson (11) and his younger sister have to face wild
elephants as they cross the Kenyan savannah. Twice a
day Carlito (11) and his little sister must ride 18 kilometres
through the Patagonian foothills. Zahira (12) and her
friends trek for hours over the trails in the Atlas Mountains
in Morocco to get to their boarding school each week.
Samuel (13) depends on his two brothers to get him and
his dilapidated wheelchair the four kilometres along
sandy tracks in southern India each day.
Cutting between the four journeys and the tremendous
obstacles that each set of children have to face, we see
for ourselves the extraordinary commitment to their pursuit
of the chance of an education. The powerful impact of
the film lies in the strength and commitment of its subjects,
whose determination is inspirational – different cultures,
different challenges, same goal.
Dir: Pascal Plisson
France 2013 / Digital / 1h15m / Age 10+
Arabic, Hindi, Spanish and Swahili with English subtitles
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SUN 2 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

SUN 2 NOVEMBER

Discovery Young
Filmmakers Showcase
Sun 2 November, 15:30
In 2013 we had our first ever Discovery Young
Filmmakers Showcase, where we gave the big screen
over to schools that had been creating film in their
classrooms. A packed cinema auditorium celebrated
the efforts of a number of different local schools
and everyone was in agreement that this was most
definitely a showcase that should be repeated.
This year we expect to be celebrating achievement in
youth filmmaking from across the region from even
more schools. Come along to this FREE screening to
see the 60 minute shortlist of some of the best local
schools-based filmmaking from the past 12 months.
This event is free but ticketed. Please book in advance
at DCA Box Office or www.discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
Tickets for this unique showcase were snapped up
very quickly last year, so be sure to get yours for this
year’s event in good time!
Various directors
UK 2014 / 60m / U

Beyond Clueless
Sun 2 November, 11:30
A stylish documentary that combines key moments from some 200 teen movies, Beyond
Clueless is written and directed by award-winning film critic Charlie Lyne, narrated by cult
teen star Fairuza Balk (The Craft, Almost Famous), and features an original score by
acclaimed pop duo Summer Camp.
Digging through the vaults of teen classics (and a fair few that didn’t quite make it)
questions are asked about what’s really going on behind the raucous house parties,
glittering prom nights and joyous graduations. Is The Craft the ultimate teenage survival
guide? Can the little-seen Devon Sawa vehicle Idle Hands shine a light on the horrors
of pubescence? And what’s really going on beneath the skin of EuroTrip? Putting the
spotlight on the habitats, habits and behaviours of the American teenager (in all its many
forms) this documentary ranges from the hilarious to the occasionally really quite scary
and back again.
Dir: Charlie Lyne
USA 2014 / Digital / 1h29m / Age 15+
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SAT 8 NOVEMBER

AGE

5+

Fiddlesticks
Q U AT S C H

Sat 8 November, 10:15
Slap bang in the middle of Germany, Bollersdorf is a
completely average town – and proud of it. They will do all
they can to stay that way and if that means putting all the
grandparents into an old people’s home to keep to the
statistical average, then that’s what they do.

SAT 8 NOVEMBER

INVENTIVE
INVENTIONS
WORKSHOP

Sat 8 November, 13:00 – 14:00
Activity Room. Suitable for ages 5+
Ticket £1 per person with your cinema ticket.
Juice and snack provided. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.
Inspired by the crazy inventions in the film
and the famous, fun machines made by Italian
designer Bruno Munari, you can invent your
own wacky contraption! In 2D and 3D.

Step up The Coati Gang! These feisty children (together
with their lovable pet coatimundi, Fiddlesticks) are
determined to rescue their fun-loving grandparents and
blast the notion of being average sky-high by setting a
new world record for something. For anything! But what
exactly? And how?
This candy-coloured live action romp is a fun-filled homage
to total chaos. Blending the madcap zaniness of Laurel and
Hardy, the authority-defying stance (and hairstyle) of Pippi
Longstocking and the absolute mayhem of a Michael Bay movie,
The Coati Gang promise a most entertaining visit to the cinema.
Just don’t try any of this at home!
Dir: Veit Helmer
Germany 2014 / Digital / 1h22m / Age 5+
German with English subtitles (subtitle reading via headphones available)
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SAT 8 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

SUN 9 NOVEMBER

AGE

15+

Sitting Next to Zoe

Dir: Ivana Lalović
Switzerland 2013 / Digital / 1h28m / Age 15+
German with English subtitles
DISCOVERY

Y

NG A

MBASS

C T I ON
SELE

OU

What our Discovery Young Ambassadors said:
“Very realistic and moving, and really
enjoyable to watch”
“Great for a young audience, realistic
and relatable”
“Not a chick flick but the issues and stories are
from a female perspective”
“Fun and girly but also has some deeper and
darker issues”
“Really good music”
“Everything you want in a coming-of-age film”

Y

For those who prefer the more typical emphasis on the
teenage male perspective, have a look at 1987 which
covers entirely similar ground with four young men in
the spotlight.

OR

1987

OU

NG A
MBASS

AD

Sun 9 November, 10:30
The year is 1987 and Ricardo is 17 years old. Coming
to the end of his time in high school, he has several
important targets to achieve in his final, carefree
summer: he needs to lose his virginity, find a foolproof
way of getting into local bars, get his own car and
spend some quality time with his friends before they
all head off to college. However, in order to do these
things he needs cash. Using his Italian heritage, he
takes a few shortcuts and ends up running a couple of
scams that aren’t entirely legal… But, hey, he’s 17, it’s
the summertime and he’s with his best friends. What
could possibly go wrong?

DISCOVERY

This coming-of-age drama has been awarded prizes at
a number of film festivals for its very honest depiction
of teenage relationships at a critical time of their
lives, and it is particularly refreshing to see two young
women at the heart of the drama.

AD

Sat 8 November, 10:30
Asal and Zoe are the best of friends and plan to have
a fun summer before starting the next major chapter
of their lives. Asal comes from a tight-knit Turkish
family and wants to break free of their expectations
in terms of her education and friendships, while Zoe
dreams of building on her love of style and fashion and
becoming a make-up artist. But the reality threatens
to be very different, and when the arrival of Swedish
hitchhiker Kai endangers the very foundations of their
friendship, things begin to unravel dramatically.

What our Discovery Young Ambassadors said:
“A genre-fusing depiction of the difficulties
of growing up”
“Dynamic”
“Realistic, believable, three-dimensional
characters (who are not always good)”
“Very well acted”
“Loved the soundtrack”
“Hilarious”
“A great storyline and a very well
written script”

OR

C T I ON
SELE

Starting off resembling a teen high school comedy
(did someone mention Ferris?), 1987 takes a few turns
along the way and ends up in altogether very different
territory indeed. What starts as recognisably safe
stereotypes from the teen movie stable, shifts into full
blown characters with much more edge to them than
might initially be expected.
Dir: Ricardo Trogi
Canada 2014 / Digital / 1h43m / Age 15+
French with English subtitles
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SUN 9 NOVEMBER

AGE

8+

The Boy and the World
O MENINO E O MUNDO

Sun 9 November, 11:30
A vibrant colour palette and ravishing samba rhythms make
this wordless animated feature an absolute treat for all the
senses. Winner of best feature, best animation and (most
tellingly of all) audience choice awards in places as diverse as
Ottawa, Shanghai, Havana and Annecy makes it clear – this is
a truly unique but universally captivating film, which has much
to say to audiences of all ages.

SUN 9 NOVEMBER

COLOURFY
MY WORLD
WORKSHOP

Sun 9 November, 10:15 – 11:30
Activity Room. Suitable for ages 8+
Ticket £1 per person with your cinema
ticket. Juice and snack provided. Parents
or adults are welcome to join in.
Inspired by the gorgeous colour and
pattern in the film, create and then
project your own patterns on a large
scale, thinking about your feelings
and mood. Don’t forget to also bring a
camera phone to snap up the amazing
affects you make!

Cuca, a young Brazilian boy, leaves his simple, rural home to
follow his father into the city, where he has had to travel in
search of work. Along the way, he witnesses the transformation
from rural to urban, visually reflected in the colours and
styles and complexity of the animation, eventually arriving in
the neon metropolis with its faceless workers and industrial
cityscape.
The ultimate strength of this dialogue-free film is that it is
left open to audiences to experience different levels within
the same narrative. Brazilian animator, filmmaker and artist
Alê Abreu employs everything from kaleidoscopic mosaics
to splashy watercolours to archive film footage highlighting
the tension between city and countryside, poor and wealthy,
manual and mechanised, developed and developing.
Dir: Alê Abreu
Brazil 2013 / Digital / 1h20m / Ages 8+
No dialogue
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CLOSING FILM

AGE

8+

ALSO SHOWING AT DCA

The Book of Life
During Discovery Film Festival, DCA’s regular cinema
programme will be showing a dazzling 3D animated fantasy
that is perfect for families throughout the Halloween period.
Set in the vibrant world of the Mexican fiesta celebrations for
The Day of the Dead, this classic tale reworks the Orpheus and
Eurydice myth into contemporary folklore. Our bullfighting
hero Manolo is torn between the demands of his family and his
own dreams of romance with his childhood sweetheart Maria.
In competition for her affections with his oldest friend Joaquin,
Manolo finds himself transported away from his true love into
the spirit world, from which he must do battle with two swords,
his trusty guitar and his own resourcefulness to once more
have Maria in his arms. But can he return to the human world
in time to be sure of her affections?
With the brightest of neon-fused visuals, voice artists Diego
Luna, Zoe Saldana and Channing Tatum plus top-notch
stop-motion animation of hand-made wooden puppets, this
film has an outstanding pedigree. In addition, the production
has been masterminded by über-fantasist Guillermo del Toro,
who brought us Pan’s Labyrinth, Hellboy and The Hobbit.
With director Jorge R. Gutierrez giving free rein to a wealth
of striking references, from opera to video games to Mad
magazine to Japanese anime legend Hayao Miyazaki, this is
one film that truly deserves the description, “spectacular”.

Giovanni’s Island
JOBANNI NO SHIMA

Sun 9 November, 15:00
Based on true events, this animated feature is a moving
story of enduring cross-cultural friendship among children
in the aftermath of World War II.

Head to www.dca.org.uk for screening dates and times

Brothers Junpei (10) and Kanta (7) live happily with their
father on a tiny island off the northern coastline of Japan,
mostly unaware of the ongoing global conflict. At the end
of the war, however, all their lives are thrown into chaos
when the Russian army arrives and takes over the island –
and Tanya, daughter of the army commander, moves in next
door. What follows is an emotional story of love and loss
as the children are caught in historical events much bigger
than they are, and over which they have absolutely
no control.
Vibrant hand-drawn animation, an emotive score and
an element of the fantastical all contribute to the telling
of a powerful story. Beautiful and sad at the same time,
the film presents the horrors of war through the eyes of
children, as they see the devastating impact on their own
family and friends. We are once again indebted to our
friends at Scotland Loves Anime for giving us access to
this award-winning example of the finest in contemporary
Japanese anime.
Dir: Mizuho Nishikubo
Japan 2014 / Digital / 1h42m / Age 8+
Japanese and Russian with English subtitles
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Dir: Jorge R. Gutierrez
USA 2014 / Digital 2D & 3D / 1h35m
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TICKETS AND INFO
FILMS

WORKSHOPS

£4.50 for under 21s
£5.50 for over 21s
Family ticket for four people £15

Free with your cinema ticket unless otherwise
stated. However, places are limited for all
workshops, so we advise advanced booking
to avoid disappointment.

Unless otherwise stated

HOW TO BOOK
Call us on: 01382 909 900
Find us at: discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk | dca.org.uk

VENUE
Discovery Film Festival is a DCA project and takes place at:
Dundee Contemporary Arts, 152 Nethergate, Dundee, DD1 4DY

FINDING US
DCA is a five minute walk from Dundee Train Station and a 15 minute walk
from Dundee Bus Station.

YUMMY GOODNESS
AVAILABLE ALL DAY,
EVERY DAY FOR
OUR JUTE JUNIORS

For more information on how to get here and travel within Dundee, visit:
dundeetravelinfo.com

S U P P O R T E D BY:

cotland
oves
nime
www.jutecafebar.co.uk

152 Nethergate, Dundee, DD1 4DY. (01382) 909246 E. dutymanagerjute@hotmail.com T. @jutecafebar F. jutecafebar
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